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E.
Finally, defendants move to dismiss Rosan's derivative count
because Rosan is not an adequate representative of all the shareholders of CMG. Defendants point to conflicts between Rosan's class
action claims and his derivative claim. Because Rosan's class action
claims have been dismissed, the conflict is lessened to a point where
Rosan appears able to serve as an adequate representative.
V.
Counts I - IV are dismissed for failure to state a claim. Defendants' motion to dismiss Count V for failure to state a claim for
waste sufficient to excuse demand and because Rosan is an inadequate
derivative representative is denied.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

SEAGRAVES v. URSTADT PROPERTY CO.
No. 10,307 (Consolidated)
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
November 13, 1989
Action brought on behalf of a class of minority shareholders
challenging a "cash out" merger pursuant to Delaware Code Annotated, title 8, section 253. Defendant directors, who approved the
merger, moved to dismiss the amended and supplemental complaint
pursuant to Delaware Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(6), for failure

to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
Specifically, plaintiffs alleged that the defendants (a) failed to
observe any independent fair dealing safeguards to assure that the
merger consideration would be fair, (b) manipulated the timing of
the merger, (c) effected the merger at an unfair price, and (d) issued
materially false and misleading information to minority stockholders.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Jacobs, denied the
defendants' motion to dismiss, holding that the complaint does state
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a claim of unfair dealing and granted the motion to dismiss on two
of the challenged disclosure allegations.
1.

Corporations

C=

584

Absent claims of unfair dealing affecting price, shareholder complaints going to the adequacy of the merger price must be litigated
in an appraisal proceeding.
2.

Corporations

0-

174, 187

It is no breach of fiduciary duty for stockholders holding over
ninety percent of a corporation's shares to aggregate those shares to

form a holding company.
3.

Corporations

C

581, 584

There is no actionable wrong committed where a parent corporation's directors do nothing other than effectuate a "short form"
merger between the parent and subsidiary corporations without a
shareholder vote. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 253 (1983).
4.

Corporations

0

310(1), 584

Establishing an independent negotiating committee and obtaining an investment banker fairness opinion or asset appraisal are
indicia of "fair dealing" in a merger. But there is no affirmative
fiduciary duty to implement one or more of these procedural safeguards, with the result that a failure to do so would constitute
actionable unfair dealing.
5.

Corporations

C--

310(1), 584

The fact that a merger was timed to occur before the closing
of a purchase agreement, without more, does not constitute unfair
dealing.

6.

Corporations

0-

Pretrial Procedure

584
C--

622
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Although the delisting of shares and the nonpayment of dividends
are themselves not improper, allegations that those acts were committed for an inequitable purpose will suffice to withstand a motion
to dismiss under Delaware Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(6). DFL.
CH. CT. R. 12(b)(6).

7.

Corporations

0-

584

Securities Regulation

C---

49.21

A claim that a proxy statement is materially false or misleading
is not a claim for which appraisal provides an exclusive remedy.
8.

Securities Regulation

C---

49.19, 49.21

In determining whether claimed factual omissions are immaterial
as a matter of law, the relevant legal issue becomes whether there
is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable stockholder would consider
the omitted fact important in deciding how to vote. Put another
way, there must be a substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the
omitted fact would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as
having significantly altered the total mix of information made available.
9.

Pretrial Procedure

0=

Securities Regulation

624

C--

49.21

The determination of materiality of omissions or misstatements
is possible only where the court can conclude with reasonable certainty
that the plaintiffs would not be entitled to relief under any set of
facts that could be proven under the allegations made.
10.

Securities Regulation

0=-

49.13, 49.19

It is settled law in Delaware that a proxy statement need not
be a forum for directorial confessions of past mismanagement. The
failure to make such admissions is not a material omission in a proxy
statement.
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Norman M. Monhait, Esquire, of Morris, Rosenthal, Monhait &
Gross, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; Carolyn D. Mack, Esquire, of
Greenfield & Chimicles, Wilmington, Delaware; and Berger & Montague, P.C., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for plaintiffs.
P. Clarkson Collins, Jr., Esquire, and Lewis H. Lazarus, Esquire,
of Morris, James, Hitchens & Williams, Wilmington, Delaware; and
E.A. Dominianni, Esquire, and Paul D. Friedland, Esquire, of Coudert Brothers, New York, New York, for defendants.
JACOBS,

Vice-Chancellor

This action is brought on behalf of a class of minority shareholders of Pearce, Urstadt, May er & Greer, Inc. ("PUM&G"),
challenging a "cash out" merger of PUM&G with Urstadt property
Company, Inc. ("Property"). In that merger, which occurred on
August 16, 1988, PUM&G's minority stockholders received $12.50
per share cash. The defendants have moved to dismiss the amended
and supplemental complaint pursuant to Court of Chancery Rule
12(b)(6), for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
This is the decision of the Court, after briefing and oral argument,
on that motion.
I.
The facts alleged in the complaint may fairly be summarized
as follows:
Plaintiffs are common stockholders of PUM&G, a Delaware
corporation engaged in making real estate investments. PUM&G's
assets consists of (i) properties in Westchester County, New York;
(ii) The NY Construction News, a weekly trade newspaper; and (iii)

common stock of HRE Properties, Inc. ("HRE"), a real estate
investment trust whose shares are traded on the New York Stock
Exchange. As of May 31, 1988, PUM&G owned 574,100 shares of
HRE, representing an aggregate investment of $11,495,965 (at an
average cost of between $19.21 and $20.02 per share) and constituting
more than 50% of PUM&G's total assets.
The challenged "cash out" merger of Property into PUM&G
took place, pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 253, on August 16, 1988. Pursuant
to the merger terms, PUM&G was the surviving corporation and
its name was changed to Urstadt Company, Inc. ("UPCO"). The
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individual defendants are the directors of PUM&G and Property
who approved the merger. Defendant Charles J. Urstadt was the
President and Board Chairman of both PUM&G and Property, as
well as the Chairman of the Board of HRE.
Property was formed for the sole purpose of effecting the merger
under § 253. On August 10, 1988, Property became a 90% stockholder of PUM&G when PUM&G's majority stockholders' transferred their PUM&G shares to Property. In exchange, the majority
stockholders received the identical number of shares in Property that
they had previously owned in PUM&G. PUM&G's minority stockholders owned 83,200 of PUM&G's 837,181 shares, and were to
receive $12.50 per share cash in the merger. Those minority shareholders, on whose behalf this action is brought, received a Notice
of Merger and Information Statement sent to them by UPCO on
or about August 17, 1988.
The plaintiffs allege that the merger was the culmination of a
plan that the majority stockholders set into motion in September ,
1985, to "squeeze out" PUM&G's minority stockholders at the lowest
cost to the majority stockholders. That plan included (i) reducing
the number of PUM&G shareholders in order to cause PUM&G to
be "delisted" from the American Stock Exchange and to cease being
a reporting company under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;
and (ii) not paying dividends. Both actions are claimed to have
depressed the market price for PUM&G's shares.
It is further alleged the PUM&G was caused to engage in certain
transactions that caused its net worth to increase. In January, 1987,
PUM&G sold its real estate brokerage business for $9 million, which
increased its net worth by over $7 million. Also, during 1987 and
1988, PUM&G was caused to increase its investment in HRE which,
as previously stated, represented over 50% of PUM&G's total assets
by May 31, 1988.
On August 10, 1988 (one week before the merger, and the same
day ,that the majority stockholders transferred their PUM&G stock
to Property), defendant Charles Urstadt caused PUM&G to enter
into a stock purchase agreement to acquire 179,600 shares of HRE
common stock at $25 per share. Under that agreement, PUM&G
acquired 40,000 HRE shares on August 11, 1988, and was obligated

1. The majority stockholders were members of the Urstadt family and related
entities, some of whom were PUM&G's officers or directors or persons affiliated
with them.
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to purchase the balance after a specified period. On August 19, 1988
(three days after the merger), Charles Urstadt and UPCO filed a
Schedule 13D which publicly disclosed that transaction. The market
price for HRE stock then rose from $23.625 to $24.375 per share,
and by early November, 1988, had risen to over $26 per share.
Based upon these facts, the plaintiffs claim that the defendants
breached their duty to deal fairly with the minority stockholders in
structuring, proposing, timing, and implementing the merger. Specifically, plaintiffs allege that the defendants (a) failed to observe any
independent fair dealing safeguard to assure that the merger consideration would be fair, (b) manipulated the timing of the merger,
(c) effected the merger at an unfair price, and (d) issued materially
false and misleading information to PUM&G's minority stockholders.
The defendants seek dismissal of the complaint on the ground
that its allegations of "unfair dealing," and its asserted disclosure
violations, fail to state a claim upon which relief outside an appraisal
proceeding can be granted. The defendants urge that because the
acts complained of do not state actionable claims of "unfair dealing"
or cognizable disclosure violations, the plaintiffs' "unfair dealing"
claim is reduced to an attack upon the fairness of the merger price
which, under Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., Del. Supr., 457 A.2d 701
(1983), and Rabkin v. Philip A. Hunt Chemical Corp., Del. Supr., 498
A.2d 1099 (1985), must be litigated in an appraisal.
Because the defendants' "unfair dealing" and "disclosure" arguments involve different questions, those arguments are treated
separately.

II.
A.
[1] In Weinberger v. UOP, supra, the Delaware Supreme Court
outlined certain principles relating to the exclusivity of appraisal. In
Rabkin v. Philip A. Hunt Chemical Corp., supra, that Court applied
those principles and found inadequate a complaint alleging "specific
acts of unfair dealing constituting breaches of fiduciary duties which
if true may have substantially affected the offering price." Id. at
1100. The Supreme Court emphasized, however, that absent claims
of unfair dealing affecting price, shareholder complaints going to the
adequacy of the merger price must be litigated in an appraisal
proceeding. See Porter v. Texas Commerce Bank Shares, Del. Ch., C.A.
No. 9114, Allen, C., slip op. at 9-10 (Oct. 12, 1989).
The plaintiffs' "fair dealing" allegations under attack by the
pending motion are specified in paragraph 14, which alleges that the
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structuring, timing, and implementation of the merger constituted
unfair dealing, because:
a. the Majority Stockholders unilaterally determined the
$12.50 merger price;
b. the Merger was approved by PUM&G's Board of Directors which was controlled by the Majority Stockholders
and which contained only one member who was not of the
Majority Stockholders, Robert G. Wilson; however, when
he approved the Merger, he was a director of Property and
has subsequently remained as a director of UPCO;
c. the Majority Stockholders caused the Merger to be effected by manipulation of the short form merger statute by
aggregating their PUM&G stock and creating Property solely
for the purpose of effecting the Merger and thereby avoiding
subjecting the Merger to any vote of PUM&G's stockholders, let alone a majority of the minority vote;
d. the Majority Stockholders, PUM&G's directors, and
Property retained no financial advisor, accountant, appraiser, or analyst to evaluate, review or consider the Merger
or render any opinion concerning the fairness of the Merger
or the consideration offered to PUM&G's minority stockholders;
e. the Majority Stockholders, PUM&G's directors, and
Property obtained no appraisal for PUM&G's assets;
f. the Majority Stockholders, including defendants Charles
Urstadt, Jeffrey Urstadt and Lawrence, did not negotiate
with anyone purporting to represent PUM&G's minority
stockholders in structuring, timing, or implementing the
Merger; and
g. the Majority Stockholders, including defendants Charles
Urstadt, Jeffrey Urstadt and Lawrence, deliberately timed
the Merger in an effort to avoid revealing the details of
the August , 1988 HRE stock purchases and to avoid the
effects those purchases and the resulting rise in the market
price of HRE stock would have on the value of PUM&G's
stock.
B.
The defendants contend that none of the above allegations, even
if found to be true, would "constitute breaches of fiduciary duties
that are reasonably related to and have a substantial impact upon
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the price offered . . . ." Rabkin, 498 A.2d at 1107. That is because
(defendants argue) (i) it cannot be a breach of fiduciary duty for
directors to affect a short-form merger in the manner specifically
authorized by statute;-(ii) the "timing" allegations do not constitute
unfair dealing, because even though the merger occurred before the
August 10, 1988 HRE stock purchase agreement had been consummated, that agreement's value is a corporate asset that would be
recoverable in an appraisal; and (iii) the "unfair process" allegations
are not actionable, because Delaware law imposes no specific fiduciary
obligations upon directors, in approving a merger, to obtain a fairness
opinion or asset appraisal, or to appoint a special committee to
negotiate the merger price.
[2-3] If viewed in isolation, these arguments are valid. However,
the conclusion that the defendants seek to draw from them is not.
As defendants correctly note, it is no breach of fiduciary duty for
stockholders holding over 90% of the corporation's shares to aggregate those shares to form a holding company. Nor is an actionable
wrong committed where the parent corporation's directors do nothing
other than effectuate a "short form" merger between the parent and
subsidiary corporations without a shareholder vote. 8 Del. C. § 253
specifically authorizes that procedure.
[4] Nor are the "unfair process" allegations, of themselves,
actionable either. To be sure, our case law recognizes that establishing
an independent negotiating committee, and obtaining an investment
banker fairness opinion (or asset appraisal), are indicia of "fair
dealing" in a merger. But those authorities do not impose an affirmative fiduciary duty to implement one or more of these procedural
safeguards, with the result that a failure to do so would constitute
actionable unfair dealing. Smith v. Van Gorkom, Del. Supr., 488 A.2d"
858, 876 (1985) (declining to hold that fairness opinion by independent investment banker is required as a matter of law); Rabkin,
supra, 498 A.2d at 1106 n.7 (declining to hold that the absence of
an independent negotiating committee would constitute actionable
unfair dealing); accord, Jedwab v. MGM Grand Hotels, Inc., Del. Ch.,
509 A.2d 584, 599 (1986).
[5] Lastly, although the complaint does allege that the merger
was timed to occur before the closing on the HRE purchase agreement, that fact, without more, likewise does not constitute actionable
unfair dealing. It is not alleged that that contract was concealed from
the shareholders, and no inference can be drawn that the timing of
the merger affected the merger price or otherwise injured the shareholders. At the time of the merger PUM&G had enforceable rights
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under the HRE stock purchase contract. That contract, like any
other corporate asset, presumably would be taken into account in
establishing the merger price. To the extent that element of value
was not taken into account, that shortcoming can be remedied in
an appraisal.
Despite the foregoing deficiencies, the complaint, nonetheless,
does state a claim of unfair dealing. The complaint may fairly be
read to allege that PUM&G's directors conceived and implemented
a scheme to lower PUM&G's stock market price to facilitate a cash
out merger at an unfair price. Those facts, if true, would establish
an actionable breach of fiduciary duty affecting the merger price
that could not be redressed in an appraisal. The defendants insist
that the complaint cannot be fairly read to state such a claim, because
all of the particular acts committed in furtherance of that wrongful
scheme-causing PUM&G shares to become delisted and not paying
dividends-are themselves lawful. Therefore, defendants argue, the
plaintiffs' entire allegation of a wrongful scheme to depress the market
(and, ultimately, the merger) price of PUM&G stock, is fatally
conclusory and, thus, dismissible.
[6] I cannot agree. While it is correct that the delisting of shares
and the nonpayment of dividends are themselves not improper, those
acts are alleged to have been committed for an inequitable purpose.
Although less than artfully drawn, those allegations will suffice to
withstand a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6). See Schnell v.
Chris-Craft Industries, Inc., Del. Supr., 285 A.2d 437, 439 (1971)
("[I]nequitable action does not become permissible because it is
legally possible.").
III.
The plaintiffs also allege that the defendants violated their independent fiduciary duty of candor by failing to disclose certain facts
in the Information Statement sent to shareholders in connection with
the merger. The undisclosed information includes: (i) the fair current
value of the company's HRE stock, real estate, and its holdings in
the New York Construction News; (ii) the fact that the "officer of
[PUM&G who was] also an officer of HRE, giving PUM&G the
ability to exercise significant influence," was Charles Urstadt, who
was the Board Chairman of both companies; (iii) PUM&G's $22
per share book value, a fact that was disclosed, but not adequately,
because it could be gleaned only by reading two disparate pages of
the Information Statement; (iv) the fact that FIRE stock was trading
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at $23.50 per share and that PUM&G had agreed to pay $25 per
share for additional HRE stock; (v) the fact that if PUM&G's holdings
in HRE had been valued at the $25 per share contract price,
PUM&G's book value would be over $25 per share; (vi) the fact
that PUM&G had paid no dividends on its shares in order to facilitate
a merger; and that (vii) PUM&G's projected taxes through the period
through August 31, 1970 were at artificially high levels. Plaintiffs
also allege that (viii) the Information Statement falsely represented
that PUM&G had not been engaged in the real estate brokerage
business.
[7-8] A claim that a proxy statement is materially false or
misleading is not a claim for which appraisal provides an exclusive
remedy. Porter, slip op. at 20. The sole question, therefore, is whether
the disclosure allegations in the complaint state a claim upon which
relief can be granted. Because the defendants argue that the claimed
factual omissions are immaterial as a matter of law, the relevant
legal issue becomes whether
there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable stockholder
would consider [the omitted fact] important in deciding how
to vote ....

Put another way, there must be a substantial

likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have
been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the "total mix of information made available."
TSC Industries v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 449 (1976), cited with
approval in Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Co., Del. Supr., 493 A.2d 929,
944 (1985). As the Chancellor aptly observed in Porter, slip op. at
18, because "[a]pplication of the relevant legal test is highly contextual, it will rarely be an appropriate issue on a motion to dismiss."2
[9] Precisely because that issue involves mixed questions of fact
and law and is context-sensitive, the materiality of most of the claimed
omissions or misstatements cannot be determined on the present
motion. Such a determination is possible only where the Court can
conclude with reasonable certainty that the plaintiffs would not be

2. The accuracy of that proposition is borne out by the defendants' effort

to argue nonmaterially based on "factual" arguments nowhere alleged in the
complaint, for example, the arguments that (i) the financial information provided
to shareholders was all that the corporation had available; and (ii) the information
that was omitted, was information that the corporation did not have.
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entitled to relief under any set of facts that could be proven under
the allegations made. Rabkin, 498 A.2d at 1104; Harman v. Masoneilan
International, Inc., Del. Supr., 442 A.2d 487, 502 (1982).
Under that test, only two of the challenged disclosure allegations
are found to be legally insufficient. The first concerns the omission
to disclose that if PUM&G's holdings of HRE stock had been valued
at $25 per share, PUM&G's book value per share would have been
$25 instead of $22. That information is claimed to be material,
because it was important that shareholders be told of the disparity
between the company's book value and the $12.50 per share merger
price. As a general proposition, I would agree that such a disparity
would, in this context, normally be material. However, the undisdosed information was not material in this case, because the shareholders were already informed of the significant ($9.50 per share)
disparity between PUM&G's $22 per share book value and the $12.50
per share merger price.3 To have also told the shareholders that that
disparity was $3 per share higher would not, in my opinion, have
significantly altered the total mix of information made available to
them.
[10] Similarly deficient is the allegation that the Information
Statement should have disclosed that dividends were not paid in
order to effectuate the merger. While relevant to plaintiffs' unfair
dealing claims unrelated to disclosure, that allegation is insufficient
as a disclosure claim, because any such disclosure, if made, would
amount to a confession of wrongdoing, which is not required:
It is settled law in Delaware, however, that a proxy statement need not be a forum for directorial confessions of
past mismanagement. The failure to make such admissions
is not a material omission in a proxy statement. Margolies
v. Pope & Talbot, Inc., Del. Oh., O.A. No. 8244, Hartnett,
V.0. (December 23, 1986); Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.
v. Kirk Kerkorian, MGM Grand Hotels, Inc., Del. Oh., O.A.
No. 6394, Marvel, C. (December 16, 1980); Tilliams v.
Geier, Del. Oh., O.A. No. 8456, Berger, V.C. (May 20,
1987).
Porter, slip op. at 21.

3. I recognize that plaintiffs have challenged the adequacy of the disclosure
of the $22 per share book value, but have found that latter disclosure claim to be
sufficient to survive the motion to dismiss.
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The Court does not intend, by these rulings, to suggest any
view on the ultimate merits of the remaining disclosure claims. It
may well be that on a more expanded record, defendants could
establish that those claims are not material. However, at this stage,
the Court is unable to so conclude as a matter of law.
The defendants' motion to dismiss is denied, except as to those
claims found herein to be legally sufficient. IT IS SO ORDERED.

IN RE SHOE-TOWN, INC. STOCKHOLDERS LITIGATION
No. 9483 (Consolidated)
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
February 12, 1990
Plaintiff shareholder filed suit alleging various breaches of duty
on the part of defendant corporation and other constituencies relating
to the defendant's two-step "going private" transaction. The complaint named the corporation, several of its directors and officers,
and several other corporations as defendants. The defendants moved
to dismiss the complaint as to the conduct and disclosure allegations
for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be granted.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Chandler, held that
(1) the complaint did state a cause of action for unfair dealing and
breach of fiduciary duty against the corporate directors, (2) the
complaint did not state a cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty
or aiding and abetting on the part of the other corporate defendants
except for the claim that Shearson aided and abetted the directors
in their breach of the duties of loyalty and care, and (3) the complaint
did not state a cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty of candor
on the part of the director defendants relating to the offer to purchase.
1. Pretrial Procedure

C=

687

On a motion to dismiss, the allegations in the complaint must
be considered true.
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2.

0--

Pretrial Procedure

624

On a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, it must
appear with a reasonable certainty that a plaintiff would not be
entitled to the relief sought under any set of facts which could be
proven to support the action. DEL. CH. CT. R. 12(b)(6).

3.

Pretrial Procedure

C

622

A complaint need only give general notice of the claim asserted
and will not be dismissed unless it is dearly without merit, either
as a matter or law or fact.
4.

Corporations

C=

584

Appraisal is often inadequate where a complaint alleges unfair
dealing that if true affects the price being challenged.
5.

Corporations

C

310(2)

Unfair dealing claims, based on breaches of the duties of loyalty
and care, raise issues which an appraisal cannot address.
6.

Corporations

C

310(2), 584

Claims not adequately addressed by appraisal are those that
complain of more than unfair price. Such claims go to the entire
fairness-fair price and fair dealing-of the transaction.
7.

Corporations

0=3

310(2)

The concept of fair dealing includes issues of when the transaction was timed, how it was initiated, structured, negotiated, and
disclosed to the board and how director and shareholder approval
was obtained.
8.

Corporations

C

310(1), 314(1)

The duty of loyalty, in essence, involves conflicting economic
or other similar interests.
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310(2)

The fiduciary duty of due care requires those standing in a
fiduciary position to, inter alia, inform themselves prior to making a
business decision and then act with requisite care once so informed.
10.

Corporations

0

307

Fiduciary duties do not automatically arise where several entities
are competing for the business of financing a buy-out transaction.
11.

Corporations

C--

174

A non-majority shareholder owes no fiduciary duty to other
shareholders absent specific allegations that the minority shareholder
dominated or controlled the corporation.
12.

Corporations

0=,

307

Directors and other governing members of a corporation who
are imbued with fiduciary responsibility can be characterized as agents
and quasi-trustees.
13.

Corporations

0

307

Principal and Agent

0

48

Those serving as mere agents of a corporation are generally not
characterized as trustees and, therefore, do not stand in a fiduciary
relationship with the shareholders.
14.

Corporations
Conspiracy
Trusts

0

0=0-

210
13

348

Under Delaware law a nonfiduciary can be liable to the beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship for aiding and abetting the breach
of a fiduciary's duty.
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Conspiracy

1

O

A claim of aiding and abetting a fiduciary breach of duty consists
of (1) the existence of a fiduciary relationship, (2) a breach of the
fiduciary's duty, and (3) knowing participation in that breach by
the defendant.
16.

Conspiracy
Corporations

1

C
C

210, 307

To demonstrate a claim for aiding and abetting the breach of
a fiduciary's duty, a plaintiff does not have to allege that negotiations
were not conducted at arm's-length or that the nonfiduciary exerted
an influence over the directors.

17.

Conspiracy

0-

18

In demonstrating a claim of aiding and abetting the breach of
a fiduciary's duty, a claim of knowing participation need not be pled
with particularity; however, there must be factual allegations in the
complaint from which knowing participation can be reasonably inferred.
Morris, Rosenthal, Monhait & Gross, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware;
Abbey & Ellis, New York, New York; and Wolf, Popper, Ross,
Wolf & Jones, New York, New York, for plaintiffs.
Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware; and Willkie Farr
& Gallagher, New York, New York, for defendant Shearson Lehman
Hutton, Inc.
Potter Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware; and Kaye,
Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler, New York, New York, for
defendants Shoe-Town, Inc. and Shoe-Town Board of Directors.
Young, Conaway, Stargatt & Taylor, Wilmington, Delaware; and
Weil Gotshal & Manges, New York, New York, for defendant
General Electric Capital Corporation.
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Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, Wilmington, Delaware, for
defendant American Express Company.
CHANDLER,

Vice-Chancellor

Plaintiffs, who purported to have been stockholders of defendant
Shoe-Town, Inc. ("Shoe-Town"), filed a consolidated amended class
action complaint challenging Shoe-Town conduct surrounding and

the disclosures relating to a two-step "going private" transaction,
consummated on January 28, 1988, in which the interest of Shoe-

Town's public stockholders was purchased. This complaint, filed on
April 11, 1988, is the consolidated product of seven complaints filed
on December 15, 1989, by various plaintiffs. In addition to ShoeTown, the complaint names the following defendants: STI Holdings
Corporation ("Holdings"), STI Acquisition Corporation ("STI"),
General Electric Capital Corporation ("GECC"), Shearson Lehman
Hutton, Inc. ("Shearson"), American Express Company ("Amex")'
as well as several individuals who are directors and/or officers of

Shoe-Town. The corporate defendants, as well as the individual
defendants, have jointly moved to dismiss the complaint as to the

conduct related allegations. The corporate defendants and the outside
directors (those individual defendants who are not members of the
management group that took Shoe-Town private) jointly move to
dismiss the complaint as to the disclosure related allegations.
[1] The complaint seeks rescission of the transaction, rescissory
damages and, if appropriate, compensatory damages. On January
18, 1988, this Court denied plaintiffs' motion to enjoin the challenged
going private transaction. Defendants move to dismiss the complaint
pursuant to Chancery Rule 12(b)(6), for failure to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted. Because on a motion to dismiss the
allegations in the complaint must be considered true, Delaware State
Troopers Lodge v. O'Rourke, Del. Ch., 403 A.2d 1109, 1110 (1979),
the following factual summary is a distillation of plaintiffs' complaint.
I. FACTS
Shoe-Town is a Delaware corporation with its principal offices
in Totowa, New Jersey. Shoe-Town was incorporated in 1979 and
1. Holdings is the parent of STI. STI was organized by the Shoe-Town
management to effect the challenged transaction. STI was a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Holdings and has emerged into Shoe-Town in consummation of the buyout.
Shearson, GECO and Amex each have some connection to the challenged transaction. They will often be referred to as the "corporate defendants."
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commenced operations when it acquired the Felsey Corporation, a
division of Heck's Inc. in 1982. Through various transactions, many
of which involved several of the individual defendants, Shoe-Town
was a fully private corporation in August of 1983. It operates a chain
of off-price retail shoe stores throughout the United States.
In August 1983 Shoe-Town and certain other shareholders made
a four million share offering to the public at a price of $10 a share.
'At the time of this initial public offering, plaintiffs allege that ShoeTown's board of directors was virtually identical to the board that
approved the challenged transaction. Plaintiffs additionally allege that
Shoe-Town directors and officers realized substantial profits from the
offering. These same officers and directors retained close to one
million shares of Shoe-Town.
Plaintiffs next allege that in 1985 several of the individual defendants decided to explore opportunities to take Shoe-Town private.
In 1985 and again in 1986 they contend that defendant Lionel M.
Levey ("Levey") entered into a commission agreement with ShoeTown to attempt to find a buyer for Shoe-Town. Levey at all relevant
times has been chairman of the executive committee of the board
of directors. Shoe-Town's earnings were supposedly flat during this
period. In June 1987 Shoe-Town was contacted by Shearson about
a management leveraged buyout that it had led for a company similar
to Shoe-Town (Morse Shoe Company). On June 23, 1987, Shearson
made an informal presentation, concerning a potential management
leveraged buyout, to the Shoe-Town board.
Shearson was retained by the board on July 15, 1987. At that
time the Shoe-Town board consisted of the following presently named
defendants: Irving Beckman, Charles C. Cannon, Howard L. Clerk,
Jr., Bertram J. Cohn ("Cohn"), Carl B. Hess, George M. Kaye
("Kaye"), Lawrence Lachman ("Lachman"), Levey, Frank Stanton
and George Stinson. Due to the nature of the contemplated transaction, the understanding at that time was that financial institutions
would be the only entities contacted. By resolution 2 the board created
a special committee consisting of directors Cohn and Lachman. The
special committee was directed to work with Kaye to ensure that
the process was fair and equitable. Kaye at all relevant times was

2. The board authorized and directed the special committee as follows:

RESOLVED, that a Special Committee of the Board, consisting of Bertram
Cohen, and Lawrence Lachman is hereby appointed, such committee to
work with Mr. Kaye to ensure that the process of considering opportunities
for the sale of the company is conducted in a fair and equitable manner.
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the chairman and chief executive officer of Shoe-Town. Plaintiffs
contend that the special committee was limited to ensuring that the
process was fair while concerns of price were left to the board.
Neither Cohn nor Lachman were members of the so-called management group that took the company private. The management
group consisted of directors Kaye, Levey, Beckman and Cannon as
well as officers Howard Cohn, Donald Lebowitz, Michael Mooney,
Robert Shubilla, Daniel Simpson and Stan Wiernick.
In July 1987 Shoe-Town's counsel prepared a memorandum of
procedures to govern the process of soliciting financial institutions
and the role that Shearson, Kaye and the special committee would
play. Plaintiffs contend that in accordance with these procedures
Shearson was to prepare a list of financial institutions. Kaye would
advise Shearson as to which financial institutions to contact. Kaye
and the special committee would then decide who would submit
initial proposals. Kaye would be consulted by the special committee
as to whether a formal proposal would be accepted and due diligence
conducted.
On October 12, 1987, GECC advised Shearson and Kaye that
it would finance a management-led buyout in which management
would receive a 15-20% equity position in the newly private company.
Shearson advised GECC that the range of competitive bids would
be from $10 to $12 per share. On October 14, 1987, GECC replied
that it would consider financing the acquisition of the company for
$10.40 to $11.82 per share. The complaint is silent as to any other
contemporaneous financing proposals.
On October 19, 1987, the stock market took a precipitous 508
point drop. Shoe-Town stock dropped 2-5/8, dosing at 4-1/2. ShoeTown's stock had been trading as high as 8.875 per share. Plaintiffs
allege that on October 21, 1987, the special committee agreed to
contact the three most interested potential financiers and get them
to move ahead quickly with the contemplated transaction. The three
entities, GEGC, Citibank and Oppenheimer-Palmieri ("O-P"), were
advised that a controlled auction would be conducted.
GECC determined that it would bid between $9 to $10. On
November 21, 1987, GECC submitted a letter offering to finance
the transaction at $9 per share. Also on November 21, Shoe-Town
received a letter from O-P expressing interest in the $11 all-cash
range. Due diligence, however, was not finished and the $11 figure
was not firm. Regardless, O-P informed Shoe-Town that it could
not present anything firm until the end of the year. Citibank had
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eventually dropped out on its own. O-P was later advised by Kaye

that Shoe-Town would concentrate on the GECC proposal.
By November 25, the GECC proposal was for $9.75 per share.
On December 2, 1987, the special committee decided to proceed
with negotiating a merger agreement. Details of the transaction were
worked out in subsequent meetings. At a December 10 Shoe-Town
board meeting, Shearson presented a fairness opinion as to the $9.75
per share offered by GECC. The board approved the GECC proposed
transaction on December 14, 1987.
On December 15 the board announced that it had agreed to
the leveraged buyout of the company by STI. STI was a Delaware
corporation formed to effect the leveraged buyout transaction. STI
merged into the company in consummation of the buyout. STI
Holding Corporation, of which Kaye is sole shareholder, was the
parent of STI. The two-step transaction, which commenced with a
tender offer for all 10,582,762 common shares outstanding, was
conditioned upon the valid tender of a majority of the shares. By
January 21, 1988, STI reported that 91.1% of the outstanding shares
had been tendered. The transaction then moved into the second step
in which any untendered shares would be converted into cash at the
tender offer price. As part of the transaction the management group
would contribute $1,200,000 for an approximately 15% equity interest in the company. GECC, in turn, would receive a warrant to
purchase 79% of the common stock. On January 28, 1988, STI
merged into Shoe-Town completing the management led buyout.
11.
The complaint contains numerous allegations concerned with
the fairness 3 of the challenged transaction. These allegations can be
separated into two groups. The first group involves the alleged unfair
dealing of the various parties. The allegations that the public shareholders obtained an unfair price as a result of the unfair dealing
need not be addressed at this stage of the proceedings. The second
group involves the contents of the offer to purchase ("disclosures").

3. In Delaware the concept of fairness has two basic aspects: fair dealing
and fair price. Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., Del. Supr., 457 A.2d 701, 711 (1983).
Weinberger generally stands for the proposition that "[tihe requirement of fairness
is unflinching in its demand that where one stands on both sides of a transaction,
he has the burden of establishing its entire fairness, sufficient to pass the test of
careful scrutiny by the courts." Id. at 710.
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It is helpful to further break down the first group of unfair
dealing allegations into three categories. The first category of unfair
dealing allegations involves the alleged breach by Shoe-Town's officers and directors of their fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to
the Shoe-Town stockholders. Th6 second category involves allegations
that the corporate defendants (Shearson, Amex, and GECC) breached
their alleged fiduciary duty to the Shoe-Town stockholders. And the
third category involves allegations that the corporate defendants aided
and abetted the management group defendants in their alleged breaches
of fiduciary duty. Concerning the second group of allegations, plaintiffs allege that the offer to purchase made by the management group
was materially false and misleading. Additionally, the complaint
alleges the involvement of the outside directors and corporate defendants in the allegedly materially false and misleading offer to
purchase.
[2-3] Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) the defendants have jointly
moved to dismiss all of the above allegations, except the disclosure
allegation to which only the outside directors and the corporate
defendants have so moved, for failure to state a claim for which
relief can be granted. The well-established standard on a motion to
dismiss is stated. The standard is articulated in Rabkin v. Philip A.
Hunt Chemical Corp., Del. Supr., 498 A.2d 1099, 1104 (1985) as
follows:
On a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim it must
appear with a reasonable certainty that a plaintiff would
not be entitled to the relief sought under afiy set of facts
which could be proven to support the action. Harmon v.
Masoneilan International, Inc., Del. Supr., 442 A.2d 487, 502
(1982). A complaint need only give general notice of the
claim asserted and will not be dismissed unless it is clearly
without merit, either as a matter of law or fact. Michelson
v. Duncan, Del. Supr., 407 A.2d 211, 217 (1979); Delaware
State Troopers Lodge, etc. v. O'Rourke, Del. Ch., 403 A.2d
1109, 1110 (1979).
III.
[4-7] Defendants' first rationale for dismissal is that plaintiffs'
-complaint merely alleges inadequate price and therefore relegates
plaintiffs to a statutory appraisal proceeding. Weinberger v. UOP, Inc.
is cited in support of this proposition. 457 A.2d 701, 703-04 (1983).
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While Weinberger v. UOP does outline certain principles relating to
the exclusivity of the appraisal remedy, it must be viewed in light
of its progeny. See, e.g., Rabkin v. Philip A. Hunt Chemical Corp., supra;
Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Del. Supr., 542 A.2d 1182 (1988). As
Rabkin and Cede & Co. evidence through their clarification of Weinberger, appraisal is often inadequate where a comqplaint alleges unfair
dealing that if true affects the price being challenged.4 Specifically,
Rabkin holds that unfair dealing claims, based on breaches of the
duties of loyalty and care, raise issues which an appraisal cannot
address. 498 A.2d at 1106. Claims not adequately addressed by
appraisal are those that complain of more than unfair price. Such
claims go to the entire fairness-fair price and fair dealing-of the
transaction. The concept of fair dealing includes issues of when the
transaction was timed, how it was initiated, structured, negotiated,
and disclosed to the board and how director and shareholder approval
was obtained. Weinberger, 457 A.2d at 711. Issues of fair value are
dearly not the sole concern of the present plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs assert that they are not complaining of the entire
fairness of the challenged transaction. Indeed, in consummating the
challenged transaction plaintiffs allege -that officers and directors of
Shoe-Town committed acts constituting deception, self-dealing, unfair
dealing, overreaching as well as breaches of the fiduciary duties of
loyalty and due care. Plaintiffs additionally allege that the issuance
of certain stock options was a part of the scheme carried out by the
directors. Despite the conclusory nature of many of these allegations,
several do state a claim for unfair dealing. For the very limited
purposes of the motion now before me, I find that the plaintiffs have
stated a claim for breach of the fiduciary duties of loyalty and due
care.
[8] The duty of loyalty, in essence, involves conflicting economic
or other similar interests. See Smith v. Van Gorkom, Del. Supr., 488
A.2d 858, 872-73 (1985); Guth v. Loft, Inc., Del. Supr., 5 A.2d 503,
510 (1934). In the typical situation, a fiduciary has used his office
to effectuate a transaction with the corporation in which the fiduciary
has an economic interest and in which the transaction is not sub-

4. The potential inadequacy of the appraisal action is evidence when one

considers that the only litigable issue is the determination of value of the appraisal
petitioners' shares, the only party defendant is the surviving corporation and the

only relief available is a judgment against the surviving corporation. Cede & Co.,
542 A.2d at 1187. An unfair dealing claim affords an expansive remedy and is
brought against the alleged wrongdoers. Id.
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stantially fair to the corporation. The present complaint alleges that

defendants have engaged in a scheme to take Shoe-Town public and
then take it private to their financial benefit and to the corporation's
(and its shareholders') detriment. After relating how, and to what
degree, various defendants profited from the initial public offer, the
complaint alleges, in great detail, that many of the same defendants
who took Shoe-Town public got a very good deal when they then
took Shoe-Town private. To this end plaintiffs allege that projected
per share earnings were increasing, that Shoe-Town's book value
was greatly understated, and that compared with other similar transactions the price paid by the management group is low.
[9] Plaintiffs also assert that the defendants breached their fiduciary duty of due care. This duty requires those standing in a
fiduciary position to, inter alia, inform themselves prior to making a
business decision and then act with requisite care once so informed.
See Smith v. Van Gorkom, supra. Plaintiffs contend that the individual
defendants failed to inform themselves of the negotiations with GEOC.
They insist that the individual defendants also failed to take part in
or adequately supervise these negotiations.
Defendants respond that because the challenged transaction was
monitored by a special committee of independent directors and then
approved by a board, consisting of a disinterested majority, there
exists a heavy burden for plaintiffs to overcome. Defendants state
that the fact that the transaction was handled by an independent
special committee is strong evidence that the transaction meets the
test of fairness. Defendants' argument, so far as it goes, is correct.
The plaintiffs do have a heavy burden, if in fact there was an
independent special committee and approval by a board consisting
of a majority of disinterested directors. At this juncture, however,
I am asked only to determine if the plaintiffs have stated a claim
in view of the applicable standard and burdens and in light of the
allegations that the special committee is a sham and that the board
is interested and lacks independence.
Plaintiffs have challenged the independence and effectiveness of
the special committee. Central to this challenge is their contention
that the special committee was dominated by Kaye. See Compl.
3742. The complaint also alleges that one of the two purported independent directors comprising the special committee (Lachman) was
not actively involved in the process. The other (Cohn) is charged
with lacking independence because he is related to a member of the
management group. In addition, it is alleged that the special committee was not authorized to consider the fairness of any proposed
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transaction, except as to procedure. The special committee is purported to have not actively negotiated with any potential acquirers.
Even this limited function was supposedly hampered by the fact that
the special committee was not permitted to retain independent counsel. Plaintiffs have also challenged the disinterestedness of the board
majority that approved the transaction.
Out of the ten-member Shoe-Town board, the following six
directors who are not in the management group approved the challenged transaction: Clark, Cohn, Hess, Lachman, Stanton and Stinson. Generally, plaintiffs assert that all of the directors, except recent
additions to the board Canon and Liebman, were part and parcel
of the scheme to take the company private, then public, then private
again. The specific allegations concerning Lachman and Cohn's roles
on the special committee also bring into question their role as board
members approving the transaction.
In light of the specific allegations of the complaint, combined
with the averments that the transaction was approved by an interested
board and that the special committee was a sham, I conclude that
the complaint states a claim for breach of fiduciary duty sufficient
to withstand a motion to dismiss. Cf. Greenfield v. National Medical
Care, Inc., Del. Ch., 0. A. Nos. 7"720, 7765, Berger, V.C., slip op.
at 10 (June 6, 1986) (citing Hanson Trust PLC v. ML SCM Acquisition,
Inc., 2d Cir., 781 F.2d 264 (1986)).
IV.
Next, defendants move to dismiss those allegations that corporate
defendants Shearson, Amex and GECC owed and consequently
breached their fiduciary duty to the Shoe-Town stockholders. Defendants contend that GECC and Shoe-Town are two separate entities, thereby negating any fiduciary relationship flowing to ShoeTown's stockholders from GECC. They cite Tomczak v. Morton Thiokol, Inc., Del. Ch., C. A. No. 7861, Hartnett, V.C. (Feb. 13,
1985), for the proposition that an entity separate from the corporation
will not be deemed to owe a fiduciary duty if one is not alleged,
and may not owe one in any case.
[10] GECC was one of several entities competing for the lucrative
chore of financing Shoe-Town's management-led buyout. Fiduciary
duties do not automatically arise from such relationships, nor has
one been alleged to have arisen in the present situation. Plaintiffs'
breach of fiduciary duty claim as to GECC is therefore dismissed.
Plaintiffs' claim that GECC aided and abetted the directors' breach
will be addressed below.
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[11] Defendants assert that Amex, which owned 10% of ShoeTown's stock, also owes no fiduciary duty to Shoe-Town's stockholders. They cite In re Sea-Land Corporation Shareholders Litigations,
Del. Ch., C. A. No. 8453 (Consolidated), Jacobs, V.C., slip op.
at 7 (May 13, 1988) for the view that a non-majority shareholder
owes no fiduciary duty absent specific factual allegations that the
minority shareholder dominated, and controlled the corporation.
Plaintiffs have made no allegations concerning Amex's fiduciary duty
except the wholly conclusory assertion that Amex owes one. Because
a minority shareholder does not owe a fiduciary duty for that reason
alone, plaintiffs' breach of fiduciary duty claim as to Amex is dismissed. Again, the aiding and abetting claim as to Amex will be
addressed below.
Plaintiffs contend that Shearson, who served as the financial
advisor to the management group and rendered the fairness opinion
for the challenged transaction, has breached its fiduciary duty to the
stockholders. The threshold question-whether Shearson owes a fiduciary duty-is hotly contested by the parties. Defendants claim
that courts have held uniformly that as a matter of Delaware law a
financial advisor to a corporation rendering a fairness opinion as to
the terms of the proposed merger transaction does not owe a fiduciary
duty to minority stockholders as a result of being retained by the
corporation. The sole source of this "uniformity" appears to be this
Court's opinion in Weinberger v. UOP, Del. Ch., 426 A.2d 1333,
1348 (1981), rev'd on other grounds, Del. Supr., 457 A.2d 701 (1983).
In that opinion this Court stated "plaintiff has offered no authority
to indicate that an investment banking firm rendering a fairness
opinion as to the terms of a merger owes the same fiduciary duty
to the minority as does the majority.. .

."

Id. The Supreme Court.

in reversing this Court specifically declined to take up this issue
because the plaintiff had dismissed the investment bank while the
appeal was pending.
[12-13] On the other side, the plaintiffs offer New York authority
for the proposition that a financial advisor owes a fiduciary duty to
shareholders. Wells v. Shearson Lehman/American Express, Inc., N.Y.
App. Div., 1st Dep't, 127 A.D.2d 200, 514 N.Y.S.2d 1 (1987), rev'd
on other grounds, 72 N.Y.2d 11, 526 N.E.2d 8, 530 N.Y.S.2d 517
(1988). Wells is factually distinguishable, however, because the investment advisor in that case was hired by a special committee
charged solely with determining the fairness of the transaction for
the shareholders. Shearson, in the present situation, was hired by
management to work for and answer to management. Nowhere does
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the complaint allege any duty on the part of Shearson to the shareholders. Without more, it seems to me, no such duty can be said
to arise automatically. In effect, Shearson served as an agent of
management. Its authority was derived by delegation from management. Directors and other governing members of a corporation
who are imbued with fiduciary responsibility can be characterized
as agents and quasi trustees. 3 Fletcher Cyclopedia Corporations
§ 841 (perm. ed.), at 208-9; Pomeroy's Equity Juris (3d ed.) § 1089.
See Lojfland v. Cahall, Del. Supr., 118 A. 1, 8 (1922) ("[A] director
will be held as a trustee for the corporation he has undertaken to
represent. . . ."). It is equally true, however, that those serving as
mere agents are generally not characterized as trustees and therefore
do not stand in a fiduciary relationship with the shareholders. 3
Fletcher Cyclopedia Corporations § 839 (perm. ed.) at 203-4 (citing
Egan v. McNamara, D.C. App., 467 A.2d 733 (1983) (holding that
where an attorney is hired by a corporation, that attorney owes a
duty to the corporate entity, not to the individual directors, officers
and shareholders)). Indeed, it escapes reason to say that an investment
bank hired by a management group taking a company private, such
as in the present situation, would stand in a relationship with a
given corporation and its stockholders similar to the relationship of
a trustee to his cestui que trust. See Loft, Inc. v. Guth, Del. Oh., 2
A.2d 225, 238 (1938), aff'd, Del. Supr., 5 A.2d 503 (1939). In
addition, because a fairness opinion or an outside valuation is not
an absolute requirement under Delaware law, it makes little sense
to strap those investment banks, who are retained, with the duties
of a fiduciary. See Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858. In the circumstances
here, as a matter of law, Shearson owed no fiduciary duty to the
shareholders. Those claims predicated upon such a duty are dismissed.
V.
In addition to the allegations that the corporate defendants
breached their purported fiduciary duty to the shareholders, plaintiffs'
complaint alleges that the corporate defendants aided and abetted
the directors' breach of fiduciary duty. Defendants also move to
dismiss these allegations for failure to state a claim.
[14-17] Under Delaware law a nonfiduciary can be liable to the
beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship for aiding and abetting the
breach of a fiduciary's duty. Penn Mart Realty Co. v. Becker, Del. Oh.,
298 A.2d 349, 351 (1972). The following must be established to
demonstrate such a claim:
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(1) the existence of a fiduciary relationship, (2) a breach
of the fiduciary's duty, (3) knowing participation in that
breach by the defendant. Id.; Gilbert v. El Paso Co., Del.
Ch., 490 A.2d 1050, 1057 (1984).
A plaintiff does not have to allege that negotiations were not conducted at arm's-length or that the nonfiduciary exerted an influence
over the directors. Penn Mart Realty Co., 298 A.2d at 351. In light
of the fact that the Shoe-Town directors were in a fiduciary relationship with Shoe-Town shareholders and my finding that plaintiffs
have stated a claim for breach of the incumbent duties, the analysis
necessarily concentrates on the third part of the test. A claim of
knowing participation need not be pled with particularity. However,
there must be factual allegations in the complaint from which knowing
participation can be reasonably inferred. LA Partners, L.P. v. Alegis
Corporation, Del. Ch., C. A. No. 9033, Berger, V.C., slip op. at 16
(Oct. 27, 1987); Weinberger v. Rio Grande Industries Inc., Del. Ch.,
519 A.2d 116, 131 (1986). It is helpful to restate that plaintiffs have
alleged that the directors have breached their duty of loyalty, due
care and candor.

5

The claim that Amex aided and abetted the directors in their
breach of fiduciary duty must be dismissed without comment as the
complaint makes no allegation of participation of any kind by Amex.
Additionally, I cannot reasonably infer knowing participation on the
part of GECC from allegations of the complaint. While plaintiffs do
allege GECC's involvement in the challenged transaction, those allegations entirely support defendants' characterization of GECC as
a party engaged in an arm's-length negotiation of a business transaction. The complaint states that GECC representatives met with
Shearson about the proposed transaction. Compl. 1 39. Then GECC

made a tentative offer. Compl. 1 40. GECC next conducted a due
diligence meeting with representatives of Shoe-Town. Compl. 1 43.

Finally, GECC made a bid and then agreed to a price. Compl.
11 44, 47. The complaint describes classic arm's-length bargaining,
not knowing participation in the breach of a fiduciary duty.
Shearson's knowing participation in the directors' breaches of
fiduciary duty can be reasonably inferred from the complaint's al-

5. Defendants have not moved to dismiss the disclosure claim as to the
individual defendants comprising the management group. The question of whether
any of the corporate defendants aided and abetted the directors in their breach of
the duty of candor will be discussed separately in Section VI.
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legations. In general these allegations lead me to believe that Shearson
was closely involved with the management group, the special committee and the Shoe-Town board. The complaint alleges Shearson's
early involvement with the management group. Compl. 1 34. It
alleges Shearson's involvement with the special committee. Compl.
1 38. It states that Shearson was active at those meetings occurring
shortly after the market crash. Compl. 11 42, 45. Finally, the complaint asserts that Shearson was present and active at the management
meeting at which it was decided to concentrate on the GEOC offer.
Compl. 1 43. The allegations that Shearson aided and abetted the
board, special committee and management groups' breach of their
fiduciary duties of loyalty and care are sufficient to withstand a
motion to dismiss.
VI.
Finally, defendants move to dismiss those disdosure related
allegations against the outside directors and the corporate defendants.
Plaintiffs' allegations that the offer to purchase was materially false
and misleading implicates the fiduciary duty of candor. Defendants
have not moved to dismiss the disclosure allegations as to the individuals comprising the management group. In addition, plaintiffs
do not contest defendants' assertion that the outside directors are
not accountable, as fiduciaries for the contents of the offer. Defendants
cite Solash v. Telex Corporation, Del. Oh., C. A. Nos. 9518, 9528,
9529, Allen, C., slip op. at 31 (Jan. 19, 1988) for the proposition
that no Delaware authority holds corporate directors accountable for
the quality of disclosures in a third party's offer to purchase. Since
this is uncontested I will focus on whether the outside directors and
corporate defendants knowingly participated in the management
6
group's alleged breach of the duty of candor.
For the reasons set forth in section V, the allegations that Amex
and GECO aided and abetted the management group in their purported breach of the duty of candor must be dismissed. For those
same reasons the allegations directed at the outside directors must
be dismissed. Nowhere does the complaint allege that the outside
directors participated in the creation or dissemination of the challenged materials.

6. As stated in Section V of this opinion, the first two requirements of the
test for aiding and abetting a fiduciary's breach of duty have been adequately pled.
Indeed, concerning the disclosure allegations, they are not contested at this stage.
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In deciding Shearson's fate in connection with the disclosure
allegations, I am cognizant of my earlier conclusion that a claim has
been made for Shearson's knowing participation in the directors'
breaches of the duties of loyalty and care. I am, however, troubled
by the fact that the disclosure allegations fail to allege who participated
in the creation and subsequent dissemination of the disclosures.
Plaintiffs make the conclusory allegation that all the defendants,
"participated in material non-disclosure and false statements in the
offer to purchase .

. . ."

Compl.

65(g). The allegation made at

paragraph 69 in the complaint is similarly conclusory. Accordingly,
the allegations that Shearson aided and abetted the directors' breach
of their duty of candor are dismissed.
VII.
The motion to dismiss the unfair dealing and breach of fiduciary
duty claims against the Shoe-Town directors is denied. The motion
to dismiss the breach of fiduciary duty claim as to Amex, GECC
and Shearson is granted, except that the claim that Shearson aided
and abetted the directors in their breach of the duties of loyalty and
care is not dismissed. All other aiding and abetting claims are
dismissed. Finally, plaintiffs' claim that the outside directors breached
a fiduciary duty of candor with respect to the offer to purchase is
dismissed.

STERNBERG v. O'NEIL
No. 8592
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
November 9, 1989

Revised November 16, 1989
Defendants, board members of defendant corporation and its
wholly owned subsidiary, moved for dismissal or summary judgment
in this double derivative suit brought on behalf of the two corporations
by plaintiff, a shareholder of the parent corporation. Plaintiff alleged
that defendants breached their fiduciary duties when they made
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misleading statements and omissions to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) regarding an investigation of the parent corporation conducted by the Securities and Exchange Commission. As
a result of these acts, the FCC denied renewal of a license for a
television station owned by the subsidiary. Defendants argued that
plaintiff's suit was barred by res judicata because of the stipulation
of settlement that was agreed upon and filed in United States District
Court for the Northern District of Ohio in 1981. Defendants also
argued that the action was barred by the applicable three-year statute
of limitations. Finally, three of the defendants moved for dismissal
as to themselves on the ground that they were not directors at the
time of the acts alleged by plaintiff.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Chandler, held that
those acts alleged by plaintiff that arose before, or could have been
brought prior to, the settlement of the other derivative actions were
barred by res judicata. Due to conflicting factual information, the
court denied defendants' motion to dismiss based on the statute of
limitations. Finally, the court granted the motions to dismiss the
claims against the three individual defendants, holding that plaintiff
did not present evidence that these defendants were involved in the
alleged acts.
1. Judgment

C

713(1)

The doctrine of res judicata is judicially created and based on
public policy requiring a definite end to litigation.
C.

2. Judgment

C=-

713(1)

The doctrine of resjudicata promotes the conservation of scarce
judicial resources, the stability and finality of judicial decrees and
repose for the litigants from vexatious renewal of the same lawsuit.
The promotion of this policy is especially applicable where litigants
have federal and state fora at their disposal.
3. Judgment

C=-

540, 634

The moving defendant must demonstrate that all the elements
of resjudicataexist. This requires a showing that the same transaction
forms the basis for the prior and subsequent suits and that the claim
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for relief could have properly been presented in the prior action.

4.

Judgment

Cc-

634

To successfully raise a claim of res judicata, the defendant must
establish that: (1) the claim in the second action is the same as that
at issue in the first; (2) the parties to the prior action were the same
as the parties, or their privies, on the pending action; and (3) the
prior judgment was a final judgment on the merits.
5.

Judgment

C

951(1)

If the defendant moving to dismiss a claim on resjudicata grounds
makes a showing that all the elements of resjudicata exist, the plaintiff
must demonstrate why the entire claim for relief could not be presented in the prior adjudication.
6. Judgment

0

649, 658

Since an order approving a settlement is a final judgment, it
is res judicata.
7.

Judgment

C--

663

Under federal law, a final judgment with an appeal pending is
res judicata.
8. Judgment

0

713(1)

Limitation of Actions

C=

166

The statute of limitations serves to prevent stale claims while
res judicata acts to prevent repetitive litigation. Thus, a claim not
precluded by one doctrine may be precluded by the other.
9.

Limitation of Actions

0

115, 117

In the statute of limitations context, the issue is whether a cause
of action accrued within the limitation period. The general rule is
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that a cause of action for recovery of damages accrues only when
it could be prosecuted to a successful conclusion.
10.

Limitation of Actions

0==

115

When a wrongful act causes a later injury, the date of the later
injury is the relevant consideration for statute of limitations purposes.
11.

310(1)

0=

Corporations

A director is not legally responsible for acts occurring before he
becomes a board member unless he ratifies, conceals, becomes a
party or fails to repair the wrong.
12.

Judgment

C-=

185(5)

An adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or
denials of its pleadings. When an adverse party does not submit
countervailing evidence or affidavits, judgment may be entered against
it. DEL.

CH. CT.

R. 56(e).

Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Morris, Rosenthal, Monhait &
Gross, Wilmington, Delaware; Steven R. Rivkin, Esquire, Law
Offices of Steven R. Rivkin, Washington, D.C.; and Harold E.
Kohn, Esquire, Stuart H. Savett, Esquire, and Victor P. Barall,
Esquire, of Kohn, Savett, Klein & Graf, P.C., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for plaintiff.
R. Franklin Balotti, Esquire, and C. Stephen Bigler, Esquire, of
Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware; and Marvin
Schwartz, Esquire, Garrard R. Beeney, Esquire, Karen A. Popp,
Esquire, and Steven R. Lowson, Esquire, of Sullivan & Cromwell,
New York, New York, for individual defendants.
CHANDLER,

Vice-Chancellor

Defendants, board members of RKO General, Inc. ("RKO")
a wholly owned subsidiary of GenCorp, Inc. ("GenCorp"), as well
as GenCorp and RKO as nominal defendants, have moved to dismiss,
or for summary judgment in, this double derivative action on behalf
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of GenCorp and RKO. RKO is a Delaware corporation; its parent
GenCorp is an Ohio corporation qualified to do business in the State
of Delaware under 8 Del. C. § 371. Plaintiff Richard Sternberg has
allegedly held shares of GenCorp common stock continuously since
1969, including at the time of the complaint. The complaint was
filed on August 25, 1986.
Defendants contend that the complaint in this case is barred by
res judicata. They also argue that plaintiffs stilt is barred by the
applicable three-year statute of limitations in 10 Del. C. § 8106.
Finally, defendants Kerley, Moccia and Reynolds have moved for
dismissal as to them on the ground that they were not directors of
RKO at the time of the acts alleged by plaintiff.'
I.

BACKGROUND FACTS

The facts of this case have been -set forth in earlier opinions of
this Court and the Delaware Supreme Court. Sternberg v. O'Neil, Del.
Ch., 532 A.2d 993 (1987); Sternberg v. O'Neil, Del. Supr., 550 A.2d
1105 (1988). An abbreviated version of the facts is all that is necessary
here.
Sternberg's complaint in this Court alleges, inter alia, that the
directors and officers of RKO and GenCorp breached their fiduciary
duties to the GenCorp shareholders when they made numerous false
and misleading statements and omissions to the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") about an investigation of GenCorp
by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). The SEC
was investigating charges that GenCorp violated federal securities
laws by failing to disclose foreign bribes, overseas fraud, and illegal
political contributions in the United States, and by falsifying corporate
financial records to conceal these acts. During the broadcast license
renewal proceedings before the FCC, RKO apparently first failed
to disclose the SEC investigation and then denied reports about it
in a competitor's FCC filing. RKO Gen., Inc. v. Federal Communications

1. The complaint in this action names several nonresident individuals who
were directors solely of GenCorp or were officers of GenCorp or RKO. This Court
found that it did not have personal jurisdiction over those nonresident defendants
who were not directors of the Delaware subsidiary corporation in the double derivative action. Sternberg v. O'Neil, Del. Ch., 532 A.2d 992, 999 (1987), aff'd in
part, rev'd in part, Sternberg v. O'Neil, Del. Supr., 550 A.2d 1105, 1127 (1988).
Consequently, this Court no longer has jurisdiction over the following originally
named defendants: M. G. O'Neil, J. O'Neil, Morley, Spitznagel, Tullis, Walsh,
Garvin, Hayford, Mansfield, Pittenger, Henkel, Fitzgerald, Frankl and Dalton.
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Comm'n, D.C. Cir., 670 F.2d 215, 228 (1981), cert. denied, 456 U.S.
927 (1982). As a result of these acts, the FCC denied the license
renewal pplication for WNAC-TV, a television station in Boston,
Massachusetts, that was owned by RKO. Id.
In 1980,. following the FCC's denial of RKO's renewal application for-WNAC-TV, several derivative suits.were filed on behalf
of GenCorp and RKO. These derivative suits were brought to recover
'damages for the losses caused by the nonrenewal of the WNAC-TV
license. These suits were subsequently joined with previously pending
derivative lawsuits against GenCorp, its officers and directors. Four
of the fedefal actions were consolidated in the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Ohio ("District Court"). In re
General Tire & Rubber Co. Securities Litigation, J.P.M.D.L., 429 F.
Supp. 1032 (1977) (GenCorp was known as The General Tire &
Rubber Company until 1984). The remaining derivative actions
included a federal action in the Southern District of New York, two
state actions in the Supreme Court of the State of New York and
an action in this Court. The Delaware action was styled Arthur L.
Monheit, et ano. v. Thomas F. O'Neil, et al., Del. Ch., C. A. No.
6149, Hartnett, V.C. (filed April 17, 1980) ("Mfonheit").
On December 15, 1981, all of the cases were settled and the
stipulation of settlement signed by the parties was approved by Order
of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Ohio.
In re General Tire & Rubber Co. Securities Litigation, N.D. Ohio, MDL
No. 265 (Dec. 15, 1981). That settlement included all claims that
had been alleged in the complaints or that could have been alleged
by reason of or in connection with matters or transactions set forth
or referred to in the complaints. Defendants agreed, as part of the
settlement, to make several minor board changes and not to oppose
an award of legal fees for the plaintiffs. The introductory language
of the stipulation of settlement mentions several of the results of the
alleged conduct. One such result is the loss of broadcast licenses.
Two shareholders objected to the settlement and appealed. The
United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed the
District Court's approval of the settlement. In re General Tire & Rubber
Co. Sec. Litig., 6th Cir., 726 F.2d 1075, 1087, cert. denied, 469 U.S.
858 (1984). The Sixth Circuit noted, however, that it did not "understand the settlement to bar all future shareholders' claims arising
out of the very serious additional F.C.C. and I.R.S. proceedings
against General Tire." Id..at 1085 n.7.
Of additional importance was the disposition of the Monheit
derivative action, filed on April 17, 1980, in this Court and included
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in the stipulation of settlement. Following the Ohio District Court's
approval of the settlement on December 15, 1981, this Court, acting
on a motion by defendants to dismiss or stay, stayed further consideration of the suit until appeals of the settlement were exhausted
or had expired. After denial of certiorari by the United States Supreme Court, the Monwit suit was dismissed on the merits with
prejudice. Monwit v. O'Neil, Del. Ch., C. A. No. 6149, Hartnett,
V.C. (Dec. 18, 1984).
In this action, Sternberg seeks equitable relief and damages, in
excess of $298 million, "which have accrued since the settlement of
previous derivative suits brought on behalf of GenCorp and RKO
General." Complaint,
2. The misconduct of the defendants that
led to the prior settled actions has allegedly continued since the
settlement. According to Sternberg's complaint, the FCC currently
has before it a consolidated renewal proceeding which involves fourteen of the fifteen television and radio stations still operated by RKO.
Sternberg asserts that RKO's lack of candor in the WNAC-TV
proceedings creates a strong probability that these licenses will not
be renewed. He further contends that this past lack of candor "creates
a strong probability of preventing RKO from selling its stations for
their full value or at all, since it is the policy of the FCC to prohibit
transfer of a license until a transferor like RKO, whose license
qualifications are at issue, has first been found to be qualified to
hold the license." Complaint,
44. Sternberg's double derivative
claim is premised upon his allegation that the individual defendants,
officers and directors of GenCorp and RKO failed to manage the
affairs of GenCorp and RKO in a "fair, careful and prudent manner"
and that such failure constitutes a breach of their fiduciary duties.
Complaint,
54-55.
Because the Order approving the settlement by the Ohio Federal
District Court is the applicable final judgment for the present derivative action, the acts allegedly occurring after December 15, 1981,
are important. Plaintiff alleges generally that defendants continued
the course of misconduct that was the subject of the earlier derivative
actions which were settled. The complaint makes the following specific
allegations, supported with affidavits. A competing license applicant
has alleged that RKO destroyed documents or submitted inaccurate
information about their whereabouts. Former defendant Fitzgerald,2

2. This Court previously decided that Delaware does not have personal
jurisdiction over Fitzgerald. Sternberg v. O'Neil, Del. Ch., 532 A.2d 992, 999 (1987),
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vice president and controller of RKO from 1975 to 1985, allegedly
made misrepresentations or lacked candor during a March 1984
deposition pertaining to destroyed documents. Plaintiff also alleges
that an RKO subsidiary may have fraudulently overcharged advertisers. Additional allegations involve RKO misrepresenting facts and
failing to render a full accounting before the FCC about wrongdoing.
These allegations are found in The Partial Supplemental Initial
Decision of Administrative Law Judge Edward J. Kuhlmann in RKO
General, Inc. KHJ-TV, F.C.C. Docket Nos. 16,679 and 16,680, 2
F.C.C. Rcd 4807, issued August 4, 1987. (Ex. A to Rivkin Aff t.)
The complaint further alleges that RKO's failure to renew broadcasting licenses, failure to transfer
[start - revised page - November 16, 1989]

these licenses and the inability to get a good price for assets it might
transfer, is a result of the above described' actions.
II.
A.

THE ARGUMENTS

RES JUDICATA

[1-2] The doctrine of resjudicata is judicially created and based
on public policy requiring a definite end to litigation. Epstein v.
Chatham Park, Inc., Del. Supr., 153 A.2d 180, 184 (1959); In re
Asbestos Litigation, Del. Super., 517 A.2d 288, 291 (1986). This policy
promotes the conservation of scarce judicial resources, the stability
and finality of judicial decrees and repose for the litigants from
vexatious renewal of the same lawsuit. The promotion of this policy
is especially applicable, as in this case, where litigants have federal
and state fora at their disposal. A litigant may have one day in court
but not two-but he must have his day in court. Malone Freight Lines,
Inc. v. Johnson Motor Lines, Inc., Del. Supr., 148 A.2d 770, 775
(1959). Accordingly, I must decide whether the plaintiff had his day
in court, cognizant of the limitations of any single judgment to settle
relationships beyond that dispute. 18 Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, Civil 2d, § 4401, at 4.
[3-5] The moving defendant must demonstrate that all the elements of res judicata exist. This requires a showing

aff'd in part, rev'd in part, Stenberg v. O'Neil, Del. Supr., 550 A.2d 1150, 1127 (1988).
Fitzgerald was a nonresident officer of a Delaware corporation having its principal
place of business outside of Delaware.
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[end - revised - November 16, 1989]
that the same transaction 3 forms the basis for the prior and subsequent
suits and that the claim for relief could have been properly presented
in the prior action. Maldonado v. Flynn, Del. Ch., 417 A.2d 378, 383
(1980). In addition, the defendant must establish that: (1) the claim
in the second action is the same as that at issue in the first (taking
into acc6unt the transactional view expressed in Maldonado, supra);
(2) the parties to the prior action were the same as the parties, or
their privies, in the pending action;4 (3) the prior judgment was a
final judgment on the merits.5 Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Hughes,
Del. Ch., 317 A.2d 114, 119 (1974), aff'd, Del. Supr., 336 A.2d
572, cert. denied, 423 U.S. 841. If the defendant makes such a showing,
the plaintiff must demonstrate why 'the entire claim for relief could
not be presented in the prior adjudication. Maldonado, 417 A.2d at

384.
Two res judicata requisites are at issue. The first involves the
date and effect of the final judgment. The second is whether the
complaint at issue alleges claims derived from the same transactions
that served as the basis for the derivative suits previously settled,
that is, whether the acts from which the present claims are derived
could have beeri asserted in the prior settled derivative actions.
The final decree applicable to the present action is the December
15, 1981, District Court Order approving the settlement agreement.
In re General Tire & Rubber Co. Securities Litigation, N.D. Ohio, MDL
No. 265 (Dec. 15, 1981). Appeals of the Order approving settlement
are exhausted, In re General Tire & Rubber Co. Securities Litigation, 6th
Cir., 726 F.2d at 1075, cert. denied, 469 U.S. 858 (1984), eliminating
any possibility of overturning the December 15, 1981, judgment.

3. The transactional view of resjudicata allows preclusion between the same
parties if the later claim arose from the same transaction that served as a basis for
the prior litigation. Ezzes v. Ackerman, Del. Supr., 234 A.2d 444, 445 (1967).
4. As Chief Justice Wolcott stated in Ezzes v. Ackerman:
There can be no doubt but that in a stockholder's derivative suit a judgment
entered after trial on the merits or upon an approved settlement is res
judicata and bars a subsequent suit on the same claim in behalf of the
corporation. 234 A.2d at 445 citing Williamson v. Columbia Gas & Oil Co.,
D. Del., 91 F. Supp. 874 (1950), aff'd, 186 F.2d 464, cert. denied, 341

U.S. 921.
5. An approved settlement is res judicata as stated in footnote 4, supra.
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[6-7] The defendants argue that this Court's December 18, 1984,
dismissal in Monzeit is res judicata to claims and factual allegations
arising before that date. They contend that because the facts alleged
in the present suit took place before this Court's dismissal of the
Monzeit action, the plaintiffs had a duty to raise intervening allegations
or claims before the Monheit dismissal. While the defendants are
correct in stating that res judicata will bar all matters that could be
asserted in a prior suit resulting in a judgment, Ezzes v. Ackerman,
Del. Supr., 234 A.2d 444, 445-46 (1967), they are incorrect in
thinking that the Monheit dismissal is the applicable final judgment.
As mentionedearlier, this Court had the option of dismissing Monheit
due to res judicata based on the December 15, 1981, judgment, or
staying further consideration of the suit until appeals of the Order
approving settlement were exhausted or had expired. A stay in Monheit
had the advantage of saving time and resources should the Order
approving the settlement have been reversed on appeal. The stay,
however, does not give the defendant the advantage of extending
the predusionary effect of the original judgment. Since the order
approving the settlement is a final judgment, it is resjudicata. Under
federal law, a final judgment with an appeal pending is res judicata.
1B Moore's Federal Practice, § 0.416[3], p. 521-22 (2d ed. 1982);
accord, Deposit Bank v. Frankfort, 191 U.S. 499 (1903); Daniel B. v.
O'Bannon, E.D. Pa., 588 F. Supp. 1095, 1100 (1984); Nixon v. Richey,
D.C. Cir., 513 F.2d 430, 438, n.75 (1975); Fidelity Standard Life Ins.
Co. v. First Nat. Bank & Trust Co., 5th Cir., 510 F.2d 272, 273
(1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 864. It would be inequitable and legally
inconsistent to allow the stay in Monleit to extend the res judicata
effect of the federal judgment. 6 Accordingly, Federal Court judgment
is the operative judgment for res judicata purposes.
The only remaining isstie related to the finality of the District
Court's approval of the settlement is footnote 7 in the Sixth Circuit's
opinion. Footnote 7 states:
Objector Schreiber apparently argues that the district court's
approval of the settlement effectively terminated a class
6. I note that federal law'deternines the res judkata effects of a federal
judgment in a diversity action. Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 87; Parktane

Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322 (1979). Perfonrance Plus Fund, Ltd. v. rinfield &
Co., D.C. Cal., 443 F. Supp. 1188, 1190-1191 (1977) (holding specifically that the
preclusionary effects of a diversity action judgment pending appeal are governed
by federal law). For a more thorough treatment of the governing law question, set
generally Degnan, Federalized ResJudicala, 85 Yale L.J. 741 (1976).
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action pleaded by plaintiff Milberg. We do not understand
this settlement, however, to encompass the denial of any
such class action. Nor do we understand the settlement to

bar all future shareholders' claims arising out of the very
serious F.C.C. and I.R.S. proceedings against General Tire.
In re General Tire & Rubber Co. Sec. Litigation, 276 F.2d at
1085.
The parties have devoted considerable energy to the question of
footnote 7's meaning. Plaintiff argues that it narrows the scope and
preclusive effect of the December 15, 1981, settlement approval. The
defendants insist the footnote has no bearing on the scope or effect
of the district court's order approving the settlement.
One plausible way to understand footnote 7 is to view it as a
simple restatement of the applicable rules of resjudicata. The footnote
states, in part, that the settlement will not "bar all future shareholders' claims arising out of" certain future regulatory proceedings.
Obviously neither Federal nor Delaware law bars all post-judgment
shareholder claims; they bar those claims that are part of the same
transaction that formed the basis of the prior action or those claims
that could have been properly presented in the prior action. Lawlor
v. National Screen Service Corporation, 349 U.S. 322, 328 (1955);' Page
v. United States, D.C. Cir., 729 F.2d 818, 820 (1984); Maldonado,
417 A.2d at 383. Thus footnote 7 can reasonably be understood as

barring claims present (or capable of being brought) on or before
December 15, 1981, the date of the settlement approval, even if
such claims resulted in injuries that arose after that time. 8 Restate-

7. In Lawlor, violations of federal anti-trust law were remedied through
settlement. However, misconduct similar to that remedied in the prior settlement
continued post settlement. A party to the settlement instituted a second suit alleging
continued misconduct. The court allowed the second suit stating that "confer[ring]
partial immunity from civil liability for future acts is inconsistent with the doctrine
of resjudicata." Lawlor, 349 U.S. at 328. I agree that to allow resjudicata to give
a party immunity from post-judgment tortious acts or tortious activities continuing
beyond the judgment is inconsistent with the policy behind resjudicata. A new claim
or cause of action is thereby created as the conduct continues after judgment. See
Federal Practice & Procedure, § 4409, at 77; Lawlor, 349

U.S. at 328; Page, 729 F.2d

at 820.
8. The goal of finality would be frustrated if claims arising before a prior
judgment could be relitigated due to new, different or unforeseen post-judgment
results. Delaware law recognizes that the uncertainty of future damages must yield
to the need for resolution. Henne v. Balick, Del. Supr., 146 A.2d 394, 296 (1958).
The order approving the settlement agreement considered post-judgment results
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ment (Second) ofJudgments § 25 comment c, at 211 (1982). Whether
the injuries asserted in this case resulted from pre-judgment or postjudgment acts involves a problem of proof that cannot be resolved
at this time.
This reading of footnote 7, as well as others urged by the parties,
are of no moment, however. The irreducible fact is that the Court
of Appeals affirmed the trial court's order approving the entire settlement. The afflirmance was unqualified, including no partial dismissal or modification. The Court of Appeals reviewed the District
Court's approval under an abuse of discretion standard. In re General
Tire, 726 F.2d at 1080. By affirming rather than reversing (in whole
or in part) or remanding, the Court of Appeals found no abuse of
discretion. Indeed, it appears that the role of the Court of Appeals
was limited to rejecting or accepting the approved settlement as a
whole. See In re General Motors Corp. Engine Interchange Litigation, 7th
Cir., 594 F.2d 1106, 1125 n.24, cert. denied, 444 U.S. 870 (1979);
Cotton v. Hinton, 5th Cir., 559 F.2d 1326, 1331-32 (1977). Since it
is not the role of an appellate court to modify an approved settlement,
footnote 7 cannot be viewed, in my opinion, as such a modification.
Finally, defendants argue that the plaintiff's complaint is a
transparent attempt to circumvent the bar of res judicata by alleging
"additional facts" that occurred after the December 1981 judgment,
together with certain "newly accrued" damages that allegedly were
not the subject of the earlier litigation. Plaintiff's tactic, say the
defendants, has been rejected by other courts (citing Goldman v.
Northrop Corp., 9th Cir., 603 F.2d 106 (1979)). I am not persuaded.
Goldman involved the settlement of a derivative action followed by
a subsequent derivative action. The complaint asserted additional
facts and newly accrued damages. That complaint was barred by res
judicata because its claims could have been raised in the prior action.
Goldman, 603 F.2d at 109. Injuries occurring after judgment did not
allow relitigation of acts to which the prior settlement applied. At
least several of the claims in this case allegedly arose after the 1981
judgment, making it impossible to have raised them in the prior
actions. This does not mean that all of the claims in the present
complaint will escape the res judkata bar since some occurred before

arising out of the settled claims. In re General Tire & Rubber Company &=dr'ties Litigation,
N.D. Ohio, MDL No. 265, at 12-13 (Dec. 15, 1981). By approving the settlement
the District Court precluded relitigation due to such rulsu, absent post-judgment
acts.
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the 1981 judgment and could have been raised in the earlier litigation.
What specific claims are barred need not be addressed at this stage.
To do so, in fact,
[start - revised - November 16, 1989]

would require no small amount-of judicial effort, given that the
complaint is hardly a model of clarity. I assume that at some appropriate time counsel will undertake to distinguish in the complaint
those allegations or claims based on-acts (which are barred by res
judicata if they arose, or were capable of being brought into court,
before the December 1981 judgment date) and those injuries or
damages that resulted, or flowed, from particular acts (which results
are barred by res judicata if the causative acts are similarly barred).
Defendants' motion to dismiss on the ground of res judicala is
denied in part and granted in part.
B.

Statute of Limitations

[8] Defendants assert that plaintiffs claim is also barred by the
applicable three-year statute of limitations. 9 10 Del. C. § 8106. The
statute of limitations serves to prevent stale claims while res judicata
acts to prevent repetitive litigation. Thus, a claim not precluded by
one doctrine may be precluded by the other. Williamson v. Columbia
Gas & Electric Corp., 3d Cir., 186 F.2d 464, 469 (1950).
[9-10] In the statute of limitations context, the, issue is whether
a cause of action accrued within the limitation period. The general
rule is that a cause of action for recovery of damages accrues only
when it could be prosecuted to a successful conclusion. United Slates
v. Wurts, 303 U.S. 414, 418 (1938). When a wrongful act causes a
later injury, the date of the later injury is the relevant consideration
for statute of limitations purposes. Kaufman v. Albin, Del. Oh., 447
A.2d 761, 763-64 (1982).
Several claims alleged by the plaintiff appear to have accruea
within three years of the date the complaint was filed (August 16,

9. In addition to a claim for equitable relief, the plaintiff's complaint includes
a claim for money damages. The parties agree that the claim for damages in this
derivative action is governed by the statute of limitations under 10 Del. C. § 8106.
See Halpern v. Barran, Del. Ch., 313 A.2d 139, 141 (1973) (the three-year statute

of limitations applies to shareholder derivative actions which seek recovery of money
damages "or other essentially legal relief").
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1986). Paragraph 45 of the complaint alleges several acts of misconduct, including destruction of documents, lack of candor, fraudulent overcharging of advertisers and other acts, all of which occurred
within the three year statutory period. Complaint,
45-46. Conflicting factual assertions regarding the timeliness of these claims,
however, make this an inappropriate issue to resolve on a motion
to dismiss. Accordingly, defendants' motion to dismiss based on the
statute of limitations is denied at this time.
C.

Defendants Kerley, Moccia and Reynolds

[11] Finally, defendants move to dismiss plaintiff's claim against
defendants Kerley, Moccia and Reynolds because they became RKO
directors after the alleged misconduct. Defendants have submitted
an affidavit asserting that Kerley and Moccia became directors of
RKO on September 28, 1984, and that Reynolds became a director
on April 7, 1987. Plaintiff does not specifically allege any wrongdoing
later than March of 1984. It is not clear whether any wrongdoing
occurred after that date. The plaintiff has submitted no affidavits in
opposition to defendants' motion to dismiss as to these defendants.
The law seems clear that a director is not legally responsible for acts
occurring before he becomes a board member unless he ratifies,
conceals, becomes a party or fails to repair the wrong. 3 A.W.
Fletcher, Fletcher Cyclopedia on the Law of Private Corporations
1081, at 134 (1986 rev. ed.).
[12] Plaintiff asks for additional time to take discovery to determine when defendants' tenures on the RIKO board commenced,
as well as whether these defendants ratified the alleged acts. Plaintiff
makes no assertions, however, that involve Kerley, Moccia and
Reynolds in the alleged wrongdoing. An adverse party may not rest
upon the mere allegations or denials of its pleadings. Chancery Court
Civil Rule 56(e). When an adverse party does not submit countervailing evidence or affidavits, judgment may be entered against it.
Feinberg v. Makhson, Del. Supr., 407 A.2d 201, 203 (1979). Defendants
Kerley, Moccia and Reynolds are dismissed from the present action.
III.

CONCLUSION

Defendants' motion to dismiss, on res judicata grounds, those
claims alleged in the plaintiff's complaint to be based on acts occurring
before December 15, 1981, is granted; the motion is denied with
respect to those claims in the complaint based on acts occurring after
December
15, 1981. The motion to dismiss based on the statute of
J
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limitations is denied at this time. Defendants' motion to dismiss
defendants Kerley, Moccia and Reynolds is granted.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
[end - revised November 16, 1989]

SUTTON HOLDING CORP. v. DESOTO, INC.
No. 11,221
IN RE DESOTO, INC.
No. 11,222 (Consolidated)
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
February 5, 1990
Plaintiffs sought a mandatory injunction compelling defendant
directors to redeem a poison pill adopted in response to an all-cash
tender offer for defendant corporation made by plaintiffs. Shareholders of defendant corporation also joined in the action as additional
plaintiffs.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Hartnett, held that
although plaintiffs had shown the reasonable probability that defendant directors did not properly discharge their fiduciary duties in
considering the tender offer, other factors indicated that redemption
of the poison pill should not be ordered by the court.
1. Injunction

0

138.21

To obtain a preliminary injunction, the plaintiff must demonstrate a reasonable probability of success on the merits and that
irreparable injury will occur absent the injunction. Additionally, the
plaintiff must show that the harm it will suffer absent an injunction
outweighs the harm to the defendant if relief is granted.
2. Injunction

C

135

An application for a preliminary injunction is addressed to the
sound discretion of the court, to be guided according to the circumstances of each particular case.
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0

132, 133, 151

Where a preliminary mandatory injunction is sought, the plaintiffs have an even greater burden because the legal right sought to
be protected must be dearly established.
4.

Corporations

C-

307, 310(1)

A poison pill has the effect of preventing a stockholder from
selling his shares of stock for the highest price being offered and,
because a poison pill's object is to prevent a transfer of corporate
control, the directors face an inherent conflict of interest when adopting or maintaining it.
5.

Corporations

0=C 307, 312(5)

Because corporate directors face an inherent conflict when confronted with possible loss of corporate control, the responsive action
in adopting or maintaining an antitakeover defense must be reasonable in relation to the threat posed.
6.

Corporations

C

310(1), 314(1)

In ruling on an application for a preliminary injunction to order
the redemption of a poison pill, the court must first determine if
the board, in adopting the challenged rights plan, was sufficiently
disinterested so that its decision falls within the protection of the
business judgment rule. If so, the court then must decide if the
board had reasonable grounds for believing that a danger to corporate
policy and effectiveness existed.
7.

Corporations

0=

307, 310(1)

A board of directors addressing a tender offer and a request to
redeem a shareholders' rights plan will be held to the same fiduciary
standards as it was held to in originally approving the rights plan.
8.

Corporations

0=

307, 310(2)

The basic teaching of Revlon, Unocal, and Moran is simply that
the directors must act in accordance with their fundamental duties
of care and loyalty.
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307, 314(1)

A court evaluating the propriety of a change of control or a
takeover defense must be mindful of the omnipresent specter that a
board may be acting primarily in its own interests, rather than those
of the corporation and its shareholders.
10.

Corporations

C

307, 310(1), 310(2)

There is no single blueprint that a board must follow to fulfill
iti duties. A stereotypical approach to the sale and acquisition of
corporate control is not to be expected in the face of the evolving
techniques and financing devices employed in today's corporate environment. Rather, a board's actions must be evaluated in light of
relevant circumstances to determine if they were undertaken with
due diligence and in good faith. If no breach of duty is found, the
board's actions are entitled to the protections of the business judgment
rule.
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Revlon does not demand that every change in the control of a
Delaware corporation be preceded by a heated bidding contest. Revlon
is merely one of an unbroken line of cases that seek to prevent the

conflicts of interest that arise in the field of mergers and acquisitions
by demanding that directors act with scrupulous concern for fairness
to shareholders. When multiple bidders are competing for control,
this concern for fairness forbids directors from using defensive mechanisms to thwart an auction or to favor one bidder over another.
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310(1), 310(2), 312(5)

When a board is considering a single offer and has no reliable
grounds upon which to judge its adequacy, this concern for fairness
demands a canvas of the market to determine if higher bids may
be elicited. When, however, the directors possess a body of reliable
evidence with which to evaluate the fairness of a transaction, they
may approve that transaction without conducting an active survey
of the market.
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The need for adequate information is central to the enlightened
evaluation of a transaction that a board must make. Nevertheless,
there is no single method that a board must employ to acquire such
information.
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Plaintiffs Sutton Holding Corporation and William Spier seek
a mandatory injunction compelling defendants to redeem a stockholder rights plan ("Poison Pill") adopted by the directors of DeSoto,
Inc. in response to the all-cash tender offer for all the shares of
DeSoto, Inc. being made by Sutton Holding Corp.
Plaintiffs Airmont Plaza Associates, et al. are shareholders of
DeSoto who now also seek the redemption of the Poison Pill.
After weighing all the factors, I find that plaintiffs have shown
the reasonable, probability that the directors of DeSoto, Inc. have
not properly discharged their fiduciary duties in considering the
tender offer. I also find, however, after considering all the factors
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that redemption of the Poison Pill should not be ordered at this
time.
THE FACTS
I.
The plaintiffs in C.A. No. 11,221 are Sutton Holding Corp.
("Sutton") and William Spier. Sutton, a New York corporation,
was formed in order to acquire DeSoto, Inc. ("DeSoto") and presently owns 14.6% of DeSoto's outstanding common stock. Mr. Spier
is Chairman of the Board of Sutton, and one of its principal owners.
The plaintiffs in C.A. No. 11,222 are shareholders of DeSoto. The
defendants in both actions are DeSoto and the individual members
of its Board of Directors.
DeSoto, a Delaware corporation, was founded by Sears, Roebuck
and Co. ("Sears") in 1910 as a captive paint manufacturer. Although
Sears "spun off" DeSoto as an independent company in 1961, Sears
remains the largest customer of its consumer coatings (paint) business.
Presently, DeSoto is the sixth largest producer of consumer paints
in the United States, but also manufactures industrial coatings (particularly aerospace and optical fiber coatings) and specialty products
(primarily involving surfactants, emulsifiers and industrial and consumer detergents).

DeSoto is governed by a 10-member Board of Directors, all of
whom are named defendants. Eight of the individual defendants are
independent, non-management directors.
DeSoto's consumer coatings business, which sells consumer paints
primarily to Sears, accounts for approximately 45 % of DeSoto's total
revenues. In recent years, however, this business has declined in
profitability primarily because Sears has been buying less paint from
DeSoto, thereby causing the company's overall financial performance
to suffer.
Despite the company's declining financial performance, DeSoto's
management has maintained a positive outlook for the future of the
company. DeSoto has tried to emphasize the company's commitment
to long-term growth through research and development, state-of-theart capital facilities, and a commitment to product quality and employee excellence.
In December 1988 and January 1989, Mr. Spier expressed
interest in acquiring DeSoto. He joined forces with Michael Zurawin,
a manufacturer's representative with twenty years experience in the
consumer paint industry (including a relationship with DeSoto dating
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back to 1982) and a principal in Sutton. On January 18, 1989,
during a meeting on other topics between Mr. Zurawin and Richard
Missar, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of DeSoto, Mr.
Zurawin generally raised the concept of DeSoto going private, and
without identifying Mr. Spier, informed Mr. Missar that he had a
group of investors who were willing to participate in a management
led buyout of DeSoto.
On February 2, 1989, Mr. Spier entered into a conditional sales
agreement with Shufro, Rose & Ehrman ("Shufro"), DeSoto's largest
stockholder, to acquire 14.7% of DeSoto's common stock. Subsequently DeSoto and Shufro entered into another agreement whereby
Shufro agreed to sell an additional 367,922 shares to DeSoto under
a complicated arrangement which plaintiffs claim made Sutton an
"interested stockholder" of DeSoto pursuant to 8 DeL C. § 203.
Also on February 2nd Mr. Zurawin informed Mr. Missar of
the Spier-Shufro agreement and told him that Mr. Spier would be
accompanying him to a meeting previously scheduled with Mr.
Missar for the next day. On February 3, 1989, Mr. Zurawin and
Mr. Spier arrived at DeSoto's headquarters, but Mr. Missar refused
to meet with Mr. Spier. Instead, Mr. Missar spoke with Mr. Zurawin, who outlined a proposal.for a management led buyout at $50
per share. Mr. Missar, without consulting with the DeSoto Board,
summarily rejected the proposal on the following day, pointing to
the lack of a formal proposal as justification for his actions.
Two days later, on February 6, 1989, Mr. Spier submitted to
Mr. Missar a formal written proposal outlining a $50 per share all
cash offer for all of DeSoto's shares, conditioned on the approval of
DeSoto's Board. The proposal stated the investors' willingness to
negotiate all aspects of the deal, including the price, if DeSoto could
demonstrate additional value for the shares. Less than twenty-four
hours after receiving Mr. Spier's formal proposal, Mr. Missar announced DeSoto's rejection, after consulting by telephone with each
member of DeSoto's Board. The consensus of the DeSoto Board was
not to negotiate with Mr. Spier, because DeSoto was not for sale
and there was no financing for the Spier/Zurawin proposal.
DeSoto's response to the unsolicited offer was less than friendly.
Immediately after the informal proposal was made, Mr. Missar
terminated DeSoto's relationship with Mr. Zurawin. Then shortly
after receiving the formal proposal, Mr. Missar convened a special
meeting of DeSoto's Board on February 10, 1989 to consider the
adoption of the now disputed Poison Pill. Although the DeSoto Board
had considered adopting a Poison Pill prior to the Spier/Zurawin
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offer, they never formally enacted one. Eventually, on February 20,
1989, the DeSoto Board adopted a Poison Pill that contained both
"flip-over" and "flip-in" provisions. In addition to the Poison Pill,
DeSoto already had a number of other defensive devices, commonly
known as "shark repellants," in place: (1) "blank check" preferred
stock; (2) "fair price/supermajority" charter provisions; (3) golden
parachutes for all executive officers; (4) director removal only for
cause; (5) staggered terms on its Board; (6) advance notice of stockholder proposals and nominations for election of directors; (7) a
prohibition of action by written consent; and (8) a requirement of
a supermajority stockholder vote to amend the charter or bylaws.
Furthermore, DeSoto apparently requested Sears, its most important
customer, to insert a change of control provision in the sales contract
between the companies. Such a provision would allow either company
to terminate the sales agreement in the event of a change of control
of either company. The change of control provision in the Sears/
DeSoto contract was allegedly never discussed by the DeSoto Board,
despite the fact that the loss of Sears as a customer could be devastating to DeSoto and its shareholders.
After DeSoto rebuffed the Spier/Zurawin proposal in February
of 1989, Mr. Spier and Mr. Zurawin, over the course of the following
nine months, assembled an investor group, which eventually became
Sutton Holding Corp., and arranged financing for a hostile tender
offer.
In October of 1989 DeSoto had announced an internal restructuring program that allegedly promised significant long-term benefits
for the company. The restructuring program essentially involved a
reorganization of the company structure into two business groups,
and a cost containment program which eliminated a number of jobs.
The need for the restructuring program allegedly resulted from the
deterioration in the Sears paint business.
On November 14, 1989, Sutton commenced its $50 net per
share, all cash, tender offer for all the shares of DeSoto. The market
price just before the announcement of the tender offer was $39.50
per share. The tender offer contemplates a second-step, cash-out
merger for the same consideration as the offer. It does, however,
contain several conditions. First, it is conditioned upon 90% of the
outstanding DeSoto shares being validly tendered and not withdrawn.
Second, Sutton's offer and financing are expressly conditioned on
the inapplicability of 8 Del. C. § 203, the Delaware Takeover Statute.
Third, Sutton's offer is conditioned on the receipt of proceeds from
its financing commitment, which is also highly conditional. Finally,
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the offer is conditioned on the redemption of the Poison Pill by the
DeSoto Board, or some other invalidation of the Pill.
The DeSoto Board held a special meeting on November 17,
1989 to review Sutton's offer. Goldman Sachs & Co., Inc. ("Goldman
Sachs"), DeSoto's financial advisor, made a presentation analyzing
the highly leveraged nature of the offer and the numerous conditions
to the financing of the offer. DeSoto's senior management also made
a presentation on the impact of the offer on business operations and
on employee morale.
Eleven days later, on November 28, 1989, the DeSoto Board
reconvened to further consider the offer. At the outset of the meeting,
DeSoto's outside legal counsel reviewed the Board's legal obligations
under Delaware law in responding to Sutton's offer. Then, after
discussion and consideration, the DeSoto Board unanimously rejected
the offer and declined to redeem the company's Poison Pill. In
rejecting Sutton's offer, the DeSoto Board allegedly considered a
number of factors and potential impacts of the offer, including: (1)
the business strategy and long-term prospects for the company (especially in light of the yet to be realized benefits of DeSoto's recent
restructuring); (2) the opinion of DeSoto's management that the offer
was inadequate; (3) Goldman Sachs' advice that the $50 per share
offer was inadequate; (4) the conditional nature of Sutton's offer;
(5) the risk that Sutton may not be able to consummate the offer
due to the possible application of 8 De. C. § 203-the Delaware
Takeover Statute; and (6) the potential impact of the offer on DeSoto's
employees, suppliers and customers, and on DeSoto's commitment
to research and development and other long-term plans.
Since rejecting Sutton's offer, the DeSoto Board has apparently
not taken any further action in response to the Tender Offer, and
has stated that it "is not undertaking any negotiation nor is any
negotiation under way" with respect to any extraordinary transaction
or any "material change in the present capitalization or dividend
policy of the Company." However, in late December 1989, after
further problems with its major customer, Sears, DeSoto determined
that its existing business plan should be abandoned and the consumer
paints division sold.
Early in January of 1990, DeSoto advised Sears of its intent to
sell its consumer paints division. During a meeting between DeSoto,
Sears and their respective investment advisors, on January 10, 1990,
Sears sought to reduce the notice period for termination of the existing
supply contract to six months from two years if DeSoto failed to sell
the consumer paints division by June 30, 1990. Sears expressed its
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intent to give notice under the existing contract if DeSoto did not
agree to its proposal, but the DeSoto Board refused to make such
a change.
On January 12, 1990, DeSoto management made its recommendation to the Board that the consumer paints division be sold,
allegedly because DeSoto was incapable of "providing Sears with
competitive pricing and comprehensive marketing support over the
long term." The DeSoto Board then authorized management to
solicit offers for the consumer paints business. The DeSoto Board
also discussed at the January 12, 1990 meeting whether it should
reconsider its position regarding the Sutton tender offer, in light of
DeSoto's decision to sell its consumer paints business. DeSoto management and Goldman Sachs again advised the Board that, in their
view, the $50 per share offer was still inadequate. After extensive
discussion of these and other matters, including DeSoto's business
strategy and prospects for its other businesses, the conditional nature
of the offer, and the questions surrounding Sutton's ability to complete the offer as proposed, the Board concluded to continue its
opposition to the Sutton offer.
In response to DeSoto's decision to seek a buyer for its consumer
paints business, the plaintiffs moved to enjoin DeSoto from selling
this business prior to this Court's resolution of the plaintiffs' motion
seeking redemption of the Poison Pill. At oral argument on the
motion for a preliminary injunction, the parties agreed that the
motion to enjoin DeSoto from selling its consumer paints business
was not subjudice. The parties also agreed that the defendants' motion
for a declaratory judgment with respect to the applicability of 8 Del.
C. § 203 is also not before this Court for resolution at this time.
Since the announcement of the proposed sale of the consumer
paints division the stock of DeSoto has fluctuated and at least once
declined to below $30 per share. Up to 70% of the shares of DeSoto
have been tendered in response to the Tender Offer.
THE STANDARD FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
II
[1-2] The standard for the issuance of a preliminary injunction
is well-established. In Allen v. Prime Computer, Inc., Del. Supr., 540

A.2d 417, 419 (1988), the Supreme Court of Delaware held:
To obtain a preliminary injunction the plaintiff must
demonstrate a reasonable probability of success on the merits
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and that irreparable harm will occur absent the injunction.
Additionally, the plaintiff must show that the harm it would
suffer absent an injunction outweighs the harm to the defendant if relief is granted. Ivanhoe Partnersv. Newmont Mining
Corp., Del. Supr., 535 A.2d 1334, 1341 (1987); Revlon, Inc.
v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdngs, Inc., Del. Supr., 506 A.2d
173, 179 (1986); Gimbel v. Signal Companies, Inc., Del. Ch.,
316 A.2d 599, 602, aff'd, Del. Supr., 316 A.2d 619 (1974).
An application for a preliminary injunction is addressed to the sound
discretion of this Court, to be guided according to the circumstances
of the particular case. Gimbel v. Signal Companies, Inc., 316 A.2d 599,
601-02 (1974); In re Holly Farms Corp., Del. Ch., O.A. No. 10,350NC, Hartnett, V.C. (June 14, 1989) slip op., at 15. See also Bayard
v. Martin, Del. Supr., 101 A.2d 329 (1953), cert. denied, 347 U.S.
944 (1954); Consolidated Fisheries Co. v. Consolidated Solubles Co., Del.
Supr., 99 A.2d 253 (1953).
[3] Where a preliminary mandatory injunction is sought, the
plaintiffs have an even greater burden because the legal right sought
to be protected must be dearly established. Steiner v. Simmons, Del.
Supr., 111 A.2d 574 (1955); Nomad Acquisition Corp. v. Damon Corp.,
Del. Ch., C.A. No. 10,189-NC, Hartnett, V.C. (Sept. 16, 1988);
14 Del. J. Corp. L. 814 (1989); David v. Shell Oil Co., Del. Ch.,
C.A. No. 7923-NC, Walsh, V.C. (June 12, 1985).
THE USE OF POISON PILLS
III
A "poison pill" is a plan providing for the below market value
distribution to common stockholders of a corporation of either preferred stock or stock rights consisting of redemption or conversion
privileges. Its purpose is to deter hostile takeover offers for the stock
of a target corporation and its effect is to make the target's stock
prohibitively expensive to the suitor. See Note, An Examination of a
Board ofDirectorsDuty to Redeem the Right is Issued PursuantTo a Stockholder
Rights Plan, 14 Del. J. Corp. L. 573 (1989) and Note, Poison Pill
Rights: Toward a Two-Step Analysis of Directors' Fidelity to their Fiduciary
Duties, 56 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 373, 374-375 (1988).
[4] A poison pill thus has the effect of preventing a stockholder
from selling his shares of stock for the highest price being offered
and, because a poison pill's object is to prevent a transfer of corporate
control, the directors face an inherent conflict of interest when adopting or maintaining it.

